
 
 

 

 

RFU NORTH COMPETITIONS COMMITTEE 
Dear Club, 

RE: Game On principles 

We are writing to inform you that the North Divisional Organising Committee (NDOC) will be allowing clubs to use 

the RFU Game On Principles in all RFU leagues in the English Clubs Championship (ECC) at Level 8 and below on and 

from 27th November 2021.  For the avoidance of doubt, this includes the following leagues: 

Cumbria One – already applies Yorkshire 2 

Durham & Northumberland 2 Yorkshire 3 

Durham & Northumberland 3 (North) Yorkshire 4 NW 

Durham & Northumberland 3 (South) Yorkshire 4 SE 
 

It’s important you continue to read on, to understand what the RFU Game On principles are and, just as important, 

what they are not. 

The 2019/2020 season saw Game On principles introduced to all adult male and female rugby outside RFU Leagues 
and Cups.  Based on feedback from players and with the aim of ensuring more games are played and reducing the 
number of cancellations, the Game On principles allow teams to be more flexible with the laws to allow the match to 
go ahead. 
 

With Game On a match can take place as long as each team has a minimum of 10 players. In addition, the result will 
stand as long as the match is a minimum of 40 minutes rather than 80. 
Rolling substitutions can be made and teams are encouraged to apply the Half Game rule to ensure that each player 
in every match day squad plays at least half of the available playing time.  The principles also allow for both scrums 
and lineouts to be uncontested.  You can view further details on the Game On principles by clicking here.   
 

IMPORTANT – Any team on any given day can refuse for any of the Game On principles to be applied.  Each team 
within the league always retains the right to do this.  Please look at the example scenarios towards the end of the 
document, where this is further explained. 
 

Both teams must agree which of the Game On principles will apply to the match and notify the referee at least 30 
minutes prior to kick off.  If both teams cannot agree which principles to apply the match will proceed without the 
application of the Game On principles and existing competition regulations will apply.   
 

For the 2021/2022 season the RFU has pre-approved the use of the Game On principles for some RFU Leagues.  
These leagues include those listed above and the NDOC is allowing this from 27th November 2021. 
 

To ensure that you are fully informed of the changes we are providing a range of support for clubs, including: 
 

1. An online, optional webinar for clubs to attend, where you can understand further information and have the 
opportunity to ask questions.  This will take place on Wednesday 24th November at 7pm.  Please click here 
to join on the night  

2. A list of FAQs 
3. A collection of example scenarios, where you can understand how, when and why Game On would apply and 

when it won’t 
 

 
Chairman, RFU North Divisional Organising Committee  

https://www.englandrugby.com/participation/playing/game-on
https://teams.microsoft.com/dl/launcher/launcher.html?url=%2F_%23%2Fl%2Fmeetup-join%2F19%3Ameeting_NDA3ZGJjMzMtNTVmYi00MjU4LThjYTktNjFkMGFjNDkzOTZm%40thread.v2%2F0%3Fcontext%3D%257b%2522Tid%2522%253a%25227106c814-a52c-48a0-bde7-da36d4311b55%2522%252c%2522Oid%2522%253a%252259e6e09e-490f-4438-82de-75544d13fd86%2522%257d%26anon%3Dtrue&type=meetup-join&deeplinkId=b5c14db6-adfa-42f9-9106-9a2916a045c6&directDl=true&msLaunch=true&enableMobilePage=true&suppressPrompt=true


FAQs 
 
Q. Why is this happening now? 
 
A.  We recognise that the return to rugby has been challenging for some clubs.  Having Game On 

in place can allow more games to take place and reduce cancellations 
 
Q. Do we have to play using Game On? 
 
A. No.  Any team on any given day can refuse any request from their opposition 
 
Q. If we play using one Game On principle do we have to use them all? 
 
A. No.  By agreement teams can agree to use one or all of the principles, and anything in 

between.  Agreement could be reached on some principles and not on others.  See the 
example scenarios, further into this document 

 
Q. What happens if we refuse to play using Game On? 
 
A. The existing competition regulations apply 
 
Q. What happens to league points, if we play using Game On? 
 
A.  If both teams have agreed to play using Game On then normal points are applied.  The game 

is treated as a full, 15-a-side game and the points are allocated on this basis 
 
Q. How do we let our league secretary know we have used Game On? 
 
A.  You add the details in the notes on the Electronic Match Card (EMC) 
 
Q. How can I find out further information and ask questions? 
 
A.  Please come onto the optional webinar.  Details of this are listed at the bottom of the 

previous page 
  



Example Scenarios 
 
Below are a list of example scenarios.  These are indicative ONLY and are by no means an exhaustive 
list.  To find out more on potential scenarios, please come onto the webinar 
 

Scenario 1 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Saturday.  On the Tuesday leading up to the game Team 
A calls Team B and notifies them that they are unlikely to have a front row available.  
Team A requests that the Game On principle of uncontested scrums applies.   

Agreement Team B agrees 

Outcome The game takes place throughout with uncontested scrums.  The game is treated as 
a full 15-a-side game.  League points are allocated accordingly on this basis 

 

Scenario 2 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Saturday.  On the Wednesday leading up to the game 
Team A calls Team B and notifies them that they are unlikely to have a front row 
available.  Team A requests that the Game On principle of uncontested scrums 
applies.   

Agreement Team B does not agree 

Outcome Existing competition regulations apply and game must be played with contested 
scrums and/or sanctions applied 

 

Scenario 3 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Saturday.  On arrival at the ground Team B notifies 
Team A that they need to play with uncontested scrums and uncontested lineouts.  
Team B requests that the Game On principles of both are applied.   

Agreement Team A agrees to uncontested scrums but does not agree to uncontested lineouts  

Outcome Game is played with uncontested scrums and contested lineouts 
 

Scenario 4 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Friday night.  The night before the game Team B asks 
team A if rolling substitutions can be applied 

Agreement Team A agrees 

Outcome Game is played with rolling substitutions, with unlimited interchanges   
 

Scenario 5 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Saturday.  Due to a waterlogged pitch Club A only has 
one pitch available and they also have a 2nd team game at home.  In order for all 
teams to get a game Team A requests of Team B that they play 30 minutes each way, 
so that the 2nd team game can also take place on the same pitch, before it gets dark 

Agreement Team B agrees 

Outcome Game is played with two halves of 30 minutes and the result stands 
 

Scenario 6 

Situation  Team A is playing Team B on Saturday.  Team B has a number of players unavailable.  
Team B advises team A they will have 12 and asks for this Game On principle to be 
applied.  Team B also asks if Team A would be willing to match numbers (12-a-side 
each) – please remember this is encouraged but not an actual Game On principle 

Agreement Team A agrees for Team B to have 12 players but does not agree to equal numbers 
and tells Team B they will play with 13 players as a compromise 

Outcome Game is played with 13 v 12 

 
 


